
                                              
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description:         64 Count Partner Dance, Opposite Footwork Throughout  

Starting Position:     Facing LOD, Holding Inside Hands, Man On Inside, Lady On Outside 

Choreographed By:   Jim & Nen Godsall     2013      Tel:  01432 760592        Email:  jim.nen@dsl.pipex.com 

Music:             “Baby’s Gotten Good At Goodbye” by George Strait on CD:  The Definitive Collection (2013) 

or The Very Best Of George Strait – 1988 to 1993 – 92 bpm  

 
*Dedicated To Jeff & Thelma Mills For Their 10th Anniversary Teme Valley Western Dance Partner Festival 2013*   

 
Half Turn Shuffle, Back Rock, Half Turn Shuffle, Half Turn, Step 

1  -  4   Man:  Make ½ turn left on right shuffle to face RLOD, rock back left, rock fwd right  

       Lady: Make ½ turn right on left shuffle to face RLOD, rock back right, rock fwd left  

       Release hands on count 1, briefly re-join inside hands on count 3 

5  -  8  Man:   Make ½ turn right on left shuffle to face LOD, ½ turn right stepping fwd right into RLOD, step fwd left 

(Easier Option:  Left shuffle, walk fwd right, left)  

       Lady: Make ½ turn left on right shuffle to face LOD, ½ turn left stepping fwd left into RLOD, step fwd right 

       (Easier Option:  Right shuffle, walk fwd left, right)   

       Release hands on count 5, briefly re-join inside hands on count 8.  End both facing RLOD holding inside hands 

 

 
Step Pivot Shuffle, Man: Walk Walk Shuffle, Lady: Full Turn Left On Walk Walk Shuffle Into Wrap   

9  -  12  Man:  Step fwd right, pivot ½ turn left, right shuffle fwd 

       Lady: Step fwd left, pivot ½ turn right, left shuffle fwd  

Release inside hands on count 9 and re-join inside hands on count 10 

13 - 16  Man:  Walk fwd left, right, left shuffle  

       Lady:  Make ½ turn left stepping back right, ½ turn left stepping fwd left into LOD to end in wrap on Man’s right  

             side, right shuffle fwd (LOD)    

Keep inside hands low as Lady does full turn, joining outside hands, Man’s left and Lady’s right after Lady’s turn 

to end in wrap, both facing LOD   

 

 
Man: Step Fwd, ¼ Turn, Cross Rock, ¼ Turn, ½ Turn, Shuffle.  Lady: ¾ Turn, Cross Rock, ¼ Turn, Walk, Shuffle 

17 - 20  Man:  Step fwd right, make ¼ turn right stepping left to side to face OLOD/Lady, cross rock right behind left,  

 rock fwd on left  

       Lady: Make ½ turn right stepping back left, ¼ turn right stepping right to side to face ILOD/Man, cross rock left  

             over right, rock back on right    

       Release Man’s left and Lady’s right hands on count 17, re-join these hands on count 18, splaying arms 

21 - 24  Man:  Make ¼ turn left stepping back on right to face LOD, make ½ turn left stepping fwd left into RLOD, right   

             shuffle fwd  

       Lady: Make ¼ turn left stepping fwd left to face RLOD, walk fwd right, left shuffle fwd  

       Release Man’s right and Lady’s left hands on count 21 and raise Man’s left and Lady’s right arms which Man  

       turns under.  End both facing RLOD holding inside hands   

 

 

                                                                                       And there’s more … 

 

 

 



Rock Fwd, Back, Half Turn Shuffle, Full Turn, Shuffle  

25 - 28  Man:  Rock fwd on left, rock back on right, make ½ turn left on left shuffle to face LOD 

Lady: Rock fwd on right, rock back on left, make ½ turn right on right shuffle to face LOD 

         Release inside hands on count 27 

29 - 32  Man:  Make ½ turn left stepping back right, ½ turn left stepping fwd left into LOD, right shuffle fwd  

       (Easier Option:  Walk fwd right, left, right shuffle)   

       Lady: Make ½ turn right stepping back left, ½ turn right stepping fwd right, left shuffle fwd 

       (Easier Option:  Walk fwd left, right, left shuffle)   

       Re-join inside hands on count 31, both facing LOD   

 

 

Man: Walk Walk Shuffle, Walk Walk Shuffle.  Lady: 1½ Turn Shuffle, Step Back, ½ Turn, Shuffle (Change Sides)       

33 - 36  Man:  Walk fwd left, right, left shuffle (small steps)       

Lady: Make ½ turn left stepping back right, ½ turn left stepping fwd left into LOD, ½ turn left on right shuffle to  

      end facing Man/RLOD  

(Easier Option:  Make ½ turn left stepping back right, step back left, right shuffle back, no arm over head)  

Lady turns under inside hands  

37 - 40  Man:  Changing sides: walk fwd right, left, right shuffle on right diagonal to end on outside   

Lady: Step back left, make ½ turn right stepping fwd right into LOD, left shuffle fwd to end on inside (LOD)   

On count 37 release Man’s right and Lady’s left and join Man’s left and Lady’s right hands which Lady turns 

under.  End holding inside hands facing LOD, Man on outside, Lady on inside  

 

 

Rock Fwd, Back, Coaster Step.  Man:  Step Pivot Shuffle.  Lady:  Step Pivot, ½ Turn Shuffle  

41 - 44  Man:  Rock fwd left, back on right, left coaster step 

Lady: Rock fwd right, back on left, right coaster step  

45 - 48   Man:  Step fwd right, pivot ½ turn left to face RLOD, small right shuffle fwd 

       Lady: Step fwd left, pivot ½ turn right, make ½ turn right on left shuffle to face LOD  

       Release inside hands on count 45, re-join Man’s right and Lady’s left hands on ct 46 which Lady turns under.  

        End:  Man on outside facing RLOD, Lady on inside facing LOD, right shoulders offset   

 

 

Man:  Step Pivot, ½ Turn Shuffle, Half Turn, Walk, Shuffle.  Lady:  Rock Back, Fwd, Shuffle, Walk Walk Shuffle   

49 - 52  Man:  Step fwd left, pivot ½ turn right, make ½ turn right on left shuffle to face RLOD  

       (Easier Option:  Step fwd left, pivot ½ turn right, left shuffle fwd)  

       Lady: Rock back on right, rock fwd left, small right shuffle fwd 

Release Man’s right and Lady’s left hands on count 49 and join Man’s left and Lady’s right hands which Man 

turns under 

53 - 56  Man:  Make ½ turn right stepping fwd right into LOD, step fwd left, right shuffle fwd  

       (Easier Option:  Walk fwd right, left, right shuffle)   

Lady: Walk fwd left, right, left shuffle  

End holding inside hands facing LOD, Man on outside, Lady on inside 

 

 

Full Turn Across Changing Sides, Rocking Chair  

57 - 60  Man:  Changing sides behind lady, make ¼ turn left stepping on left, ½ turn left stepping back right, ¼ turn left 

             on left triple in place to end facing LOD on inside     

       Lady: Changing sides in front of man, make ¼ turn right stepping on right, ½ turn right stepping back left, ¼  

             turn right on right triple in place to end facing LOD on outside   

       Release inside hands on count 57, re-join inside hands after full turn across   

61 - 64   Man:  Rock fwd right, rock back left, rock back right, rock fwd left 

        Lady:  Rock fwd left, rock back right, rock back left, rock fwd right  

 

☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺  START AGAIN!  ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 


